
Leningrad NPP Full Scope Simulator Upgrade for PPC HMI 
Improvement and Operator Support Systems Development and 

Testing 

1. Project Objective 

The Project Objective was further development of Training Support Center (TSC) created at the 
Leningrad NPP (LNPP, Sosnovy Bor, Russia) which incorporates full-scope and analytical 
simulators to provide plant’s DCS HMI and OSS improvement. The Project also gave 
possibilities of development, adjusting and testing of any new or up-graded Operators' Support 
System before its installation at the reference unit. Upgraded Simulators ensure the modeling of 
a wide range of accidents and transients and provide with special software and ETHERNET data 
process communications with the Operator Support Systems prototypes.  

RRC “Kurchatov Institute” and LNPP team has implemented the Project jointly. 

 

2. Reasons for upgrade  

A practical need of the HMI up-grade and inclusion of new Operators' Support Systems into the 
operation of the existing NPPs is evident under the new demands, requirements and regulations. 
Of utmost importance is this goal for the NPPs with the RBMK-type reactors, such as the 
Leningrad NPP ones. 

The design of commercial channel-type boiling reactor RBMK-1000 (1,000 MW(e)) had been 
firstly implemented at the Leningrad NPP from 1974 y. (1st unit) till 1981 y. (4th unit). 

The RBMK-type units' main features are such as: 

- coolant's boiling and saturated steam generation at each of the 1,600 pressure tubes (channels) 
of the huge core (7 m height and 12 m diameter): 

- neutron flux and power distribution, and reactivity control with using a sophisticated system of 
in-core distributed detectors and by each of  220 control rods, manually and automatically  
driven; 

-permanent "on-line" refueling at a full power (2-3 fuel channels per day); 

- an absence of primary and secondary circuits as well  as of a  steam generator in its "common 
sense" traditional meaning.   Namely, a saturated steam and water mixture from each core 
channel is to be combined and accumulated   at four drum separators, and after that separation 
the saturated steam passes onto two turbines with electrical generators 500 MW(e) each. But 
the remaining   water from the drum separators   as well as the turbine condensed water are 
passed back to the group header collectors and further to the core channels by means of 
feedwater pumps and maim circulation pumps. 

 

The RBMK design has its benefits: 

- Easy obtain of large unit power, 

- Lack of a huge pressure vessel, 

- Factory production of core and unit components, 

- On-line refueling; 
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But it has losses too: 

- Lack of the real containment, 

- The core neutron   fluxes   and power distribution   non-stable   and   a   need   in   a 
special distributed automatics control system to cope with it, 

- A need in a complex and sophisticated Plant Process Computer (PPC) system (SKALA) 
to control the unit. Important that under malfunctioning of SKALA the unit should be passed to 
decreased power levels and later shut downed, 

-  A need in very sophisticated 3-D neurotics and thermal hydraulics codes to support as 
the design and operation, as well as the simulation. 

 

The RBMK-type unit is operated by the team located at the Main Control Room (MCR) and 
consisted of the senior supervising operators as Plant Shift Supervisor (PSS) and/or Deputy Plant 
Shift Supervisor (DPSS) and of three executive operators as the Reactor Operator ("RO" to 
monitor and control core neurotics and thermal hydraulics, neutron flux and power distribution, 
reactivity, state of the Reactor Safety and Protection systems, reactor's heat and steam 
production, etc.), Unit Operator ("UO" to control balance-of-plant), and Turbine Operator ("TO" 
to control turbines, electrical generators, electrical distribution and electrical devices, etc.) 

In addition, there are Local Post Operators positioned at Local Control Rooms and Local 
Control Posts in different areas of the plant to control and supervise, e.g., Fuel Reloading 
Machine, Water Chemistry, Plant Electricity Dispatch Center, Reactor Main Circulation Circuit 
and Pumps, Turbine and Generators Central Hall, Radiation Monitoring and Environment 
Protection, etc.). These Local Post Operators are communicated with the MCR Operators by 
several lines. 

So, the operation of the RBMK-type units is rather complicated and would require a set of 
measures, mostly to improve HMI and enhance safety features under normal, abnormal and 
accident modes in a view of the new RF and International Regulations and Recommendations. 

Unfortunately, the PPC "SKALA" which is the main tool to help for operators, is rather obsolete 
as for hardware as well as for its software and Human Machine Interface (HMI) design of early 
70-ies, and is under permanent up-grade and modernization during last years. New tools, devises 
and systems for operators' support are under development, testing, and implementation. 

E.g., a lack of the information display system at the MCR working places of the senior supervisor 
operators (PSS, and DPSS) is a serious obstacle to control the main technological process 
and to provide timely measures for the supervisor operators during the actions' insurance and 
support of the executive operators under emergencies and accidents, especially severe ones. 

More of that, significant efforts to up-grade RBMK Safety Design and implement a set of 
additional Safety Systems are provided by the Russian Project and Design Institutes and 
International Organizations and Communities. These measures and new designs should be 
tested, validated and verified with using any different possible means - experiments, theoretical 
calculations, modeling and simulation. 

Training Support Center (TSC) created at the Leningrad NPP incorporates full-scope and 
analytical simulators in parallel with the prototypes of the expert and interactive systems, which 
provide a new scope of R&D work as for the developer as well as for the user. Possibilities of 
development, adjusting and testing of any new or up-graded Operators' Support System (e.g., 
SPDS-type) before its installation at the reference unit Control Room are the most important 
ones. 

So far as these Simulators ensure the modeling of a wide range of accidents and transients and 
provide with special software and ETHERNET data process communications with any prototype 
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of the Operators' Support systems, therefore, these new-generation simulators are used not only 
for training the personnel to act in emergencies but also for the development and evaluation of 
the appropriate scenarios to provide emergency training as well as for development and proof of 
the Operator Aids. 

The LNPP full-scope and analytical simulators are also used to evaluate the safety and 
efficiency of engineering approaches to maintenance, modernization or equipment replacement, 
that is, upgrading process systems or control & protection systems, operators' support computer 
systems ("expert advisers"), and also to maintenance and emergency provisions and any other 
Control Room improvements prior to their accomplishment at real power units. 

The development and adjustment of two state-of-the-art Operators' Support Systems of interest 
with using of LNPP Simulators are described in details in the Paper [1]. One example is 
presented below.  

 
3. Implementation of ODES (Operational Diagnostics Expert System) 

Prototype 
3.1. Background  
ODES is provided for operational "on-line" automated diagnostics of malfunctions at the NPP 
basic process equipment and for intellectual support of operators. The ODES is a further state-
of-the-art development of the approach had been successfully implemented by Dr. N.N. 
Lebedev in two Expert System codes: 

DIAG code, which was firstly commissioned at the Smolensk NPP on late 80-ies - early 90-ies. 
The code is running under MS DOS at the separate PC to be communicated with the Plant 
Process Computer "SKALA". It is used for the NPP basic process equipment malfunctions' 
operational diagnostics and for the intellectual support of the operators and, if necessary, of the 
premises shift personnel. Moreover DIAG code may be used for output of on-line data for the 
management and R&D specialists, as well as for training and knowledge check of the 
operational and maintenance personnel.  

SPRINT code, which is under successful pilot operation at the Ignalina NPP, Unit #1 
(Lithuania) from early 90-ies. The code is running under SM operating system at the PPC 
"TITAN" and with its environment. At present, within its scope are 27 main process systems 
fully covering the power unit (with 60 subsystems in total). Over 10,000 malfunctions are 
subject to diagnostics, and upward 30,000 rules are installed in the database / knowledge base. 

By now, the unique experience with using of the Expert  System (ES) codes DIAG and SPRINT 
at the operating NPPs has been accumulated as practice of work with experts (technology 
engineers and operators) as well as of power unit's behavior in transients and non-regular 
situations data process recording and filing. On the other side, the tools themselves, the operating 
systems environment and coding, as well as the technology of the ES design and the "knowledge 
base machine" execution became rather obsolete and didn't satisfy with the operators' and 
practice demands and needs. 

The situation and position of the old Expert Systems is more aggravated with the plans on PPC 
(SKALA and TITAN) up-grade onto the new state-of-the-art computer platforms and 
technologies. 

3.2. The tool used for ODES development 
So, the new ODES tool and code's development technology have been developed and 
implemented at the LNPP Simulator. To meet the state-of-the-art high demands to the ES tool it 
was decided to use as a base platform of the ODES the new AIS-95tm ("Automated Interactive 
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System") approach. The ELUD (Easy to Learn, Use & Develop) ideology has formed the basis 
for AIS-95™ and Expert System development.  

With the help of the used tool the ODES system proved to be particularly effective at: 

- diagnostics of control equipment and automatics; 

- operators' errors; 

- onset of violations. 

 

3.3. Particular technical solution 
ODES prototype is being developed and implemented to provide communication with the 
LNPP Full Scope Simulator (reference Unit # 3). However, ODES could be regarded as 
stand-alone "off line" system and should provide the possibility of its operation both with 
the simulator and with the real PPC of the operating power unit as well as. 

For this reason a modular approach was standardized. E.g., the communication protocols have 
been designed to be based with standard ТСР/IР, and so on. ODES is running under the 
standard Windows NT 4.0 and up at any PC as Pentium, Pentium Pro, and up. Since some 
PPC and Simulator Host computers are running under UNIX, the communication system has 
appropriate protocol features for on-line data exchange under different Operating Systems. 

 

3.4. Effect from the ODES validation at FSS   
ODES simulator-mode operation envisages the possibility of conducting scientific study on 
elaborating diagnostics techniques and algorithms and on use of the expert system as a mean for 
"on-line" operators' support and HMI improvement. 

The experiments at the FSS with the given ODES sub-system have demonstrated its profound 
and stable "on-line" communication and operation with the successful recognition of 95% of 
appropriate malfunctions. 

The conducted tests provide proven assurance, that after ODES tests completing at the FSS, the 
system will be easily commissioned at the real power unit # 3 of LNPP to be on-line 
communicated with the PPC SKALA.  

It was demonstrated that ODES system increases reliability and unit operation effectiveness by: 

- automated (with pre-set time interval) early-stage detecting of malfunctions 
and breaks in all the basic process systems; 

- output of diagnostics results for the operational personnel in concise and 
suitable form; 

- output of recommendations (advise) for the operator on confining malfunctions 
and trouble-shooting (as per the current process regulations, technical manual and other 
specifications); 

-  diagnostics results and process data archiving on computer storage media. 
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